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A Simple Scheme for Generating Two Layers of Radiatively Constrained

I Effective Clouds in GCM's

CHARLES T. GORDON, WILLIAM F. STERN, RUSSELL D. HOVANEC!

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory. Princeton Universit}'. New Jersey

GCM-dependent, radiatively constrained cloud amount fields could be preferrable to currently avail-
~ble observed fields for calculating radiative fluxes in GCM's used in long-range weather forecast studies.
Motivated by this premise, we formulate an economical effective cloud algorithm for GCM's called
;'SA TCLD," which utilizes compact, readily accessible analyses of observed satellite-derived radiative flux
data. We then examine the plausibility of preliminary effective cloud fields. Analysis of SATCLD and
other cloud fields and associated radiative fluxes (diagnosed by our GCM's cloud radiation model from
observed atmospheric temperature and water vapor data) also provides some insight into biases in our
GCM's cloud radiation model and surface albedo field. "SA TCLD" generates effective low and high
cloud amounts at each GCM grid point by minimizing the sum of the squares of the local residual (i.e.,
model-diagnosed minus observed) shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes. The preliminary SATCLD
effective cloud amount fields seem plausible in many respects, based upon comparison with the satellite-
derived 3DNEPH and surface-based SFCOBS analyses. In the tropics the SATCLD effective high cloud
amount is rather well correlated with 3DNEPH, while systematic differences in low cloud amount are
~vident in July. Off the west coasts of Central and South America and southern Africa, the SATCLD
effective low cloud resembles SFCOBS in July. At mid-latitudes the strongest similarities are between
SATCLD versus 3DNEPH high cloud amount in July and SATCLD versus SFCOBS low cloud amount
qver the oceans. The SA TCLD analysis is ill conditioned in the polar night region. Limitations of the
present scheme as well as deficiencies in our GCM's cloud-radiation model and surface albedo fields and
in the archived satellite data are discussed. Suggestions are made for reducing discrepancies between
effective versus real clouds without sacrificing consistency between GCM-diagnosed versus observed
radiative fluxes.

J

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on an algorithm called SA TCLD, which
generates fields qf radiatively constrained, i.e., "effective,"
cloud amounts for general circulation models (GCM's) from
compact, accessiblb analyses of satellite-derived radiative flux
data. The motivation and rationale for developing it are dis-
cussed below.

It is generally a~knowledged that clouds affect the horizon-
tal and vertical distributions of atmospheric radiative flux. In
turn the latter may influence the atmospheric circulation
through radiative-4ynamic coupling, as noted by Stephens and
Webster [1979; 19~1], Ramanathan el at. [1983], and others.
Hence the radiative treatment and specification of clouds in
GCM's is of practibal concern to modelers engaged in climate
sensitivity or 10ng-l1ange weather prediction experiments.

One of our long-term objectives it to assess the impact of
specified, quasi-realistic, cloud radiation forcing upon the pre-
dicted atmospheric circulation over the range of I month to
perhaps one season. A relevant concern is how to specify such
forcing within the framework of present generation GCM's,
including their clo~d radiation models. In this regard, cloud
amount is a useful class of variables to work with, considering
its prominent role In current generation GCM's as well as in
currently available Floud data sets. For our purposes the term
"cloud amount" will refer collectively to the respective frac-
tions of a GCM ~rid box containing low, middle, or high

cloud amount.
In GCM's, cloud amount fields are either specified or else
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parameterized in terms of model-predicted thermodynamical
and/or dynamical variables. Various empirical schemes for
predicting cloud amount in GCM's have recently been devel-
oped. e.g.. at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weath-
er Forecasts (ECMWF) [Slingo, 1984] and elsewhere. Model-
predicted relative humidity is typically the primary predictor,
while the predicted static stability and/or vertical velocity may
be used as well. However, to minimize the radiative effects of
systematic errors (e.g., model climatic drift) in the GCM-
predicted temperature and water vapor mixing ratio fields
and/or deficiencies in cloud prediction schemes themselves, we
confine our attention to specified layered cloud amount fields.

Historically, the available data sets have tended to ignore
the longitudinal variability of real clouds, even on the plane-
tary scale. A prime example is the zonal mean, seasonal mean
climatology based upon Teiegadas and London [1954] that
was specified for nearly two decades in GCM's at the Geo-
physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). Just prior to
the initiation of the present study, the situation began to
change as some zonally asymmetric cloud amount data sets
became available. For example, Meieshko and Wetheraid
[1981] produced a monthly mean climatology for July. Also,
monthly mean 3DNEPH, SFCOBS, and (following Meleshko
and Wetherald) Meleshko data sets have been generated by
Gordon et ai. [1984, hereafter referred to as GHS] for two
specific months. Characteristics of the 3DNEPH and
SFCOBS data sets are briefly described in section 2.

Another satellite-derived cloud amount data set for 1979
[SIOM-'e. 1984] has only recently become available. Meanwhile,
the release of the comprehensive cloud data sets being gener-
ated by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP) has been delayed.

Clearly, when our work was initiated there was a paucity of
global, longitudinally varying cloud amount data sets. More-
over, another concern, rai~ed by GHS's analysis of model-
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diagnosed radiative fluxes. was whether any of the available
data sets would yield reasonably realistic cloud radiation forc-
ing fields. By definition, model-diagnosed fluxes are calculated
by a GCM's cloud radiation model from observed (as opposed
to model-predicted) temperature and water vapor) fields and
specified cloud amount and surface albedo fields. Intuitively, a
fairly high degree of consistency between model-diagnosed
versus observed long-wave, shortwave, and net radiative fluxes
should be one of the prerequisites for generating reasonable
cloud radiation forcing fields. But judging from the results of
GHS for the GFDL GCM and 3DNEPH, SFCOBS, and
Meleshko clouds, radiative consistency is by no means assured
when currently available observed cloud amount fields are
specified in an arbitrarily chosen GCM. The SFCOBS cloud
fields were derived from surface-based observations and hence
were devoid of any explicit radiative constraints. In contrast,
3DNEPH and Meleshko were constrained by satellite-derived
observed long-wave fluxes. Nonetheless, these constraints were
weak or implicit and/or were applied only over certain rc~-
gions.

Important factors that contribute to radiative inconsistency
are deficiencies in (I) the observed cloud amount data set
itself; (2) the GCM's cloud radiation model, e.g., parame-
terizations of cloud top height, emissivity, cloud albedo, etc.;
(3) the GCM's surface albedo field and radiative treatment of
aerosols; and (4) analyses of temperature, water vapor, and/or
radiative flux. Thus radiative inconsistency would be likely to
occur, even if the field of observed cloud amount were perfect.

Regarding factors 2 and 3, the cloud radiation model, treat-
ment of aerosols, and/or surface albedo parameterizations of
many GCM's lag behind the state of the art empirical knowl-
edge. For example the parameterizations of cloud albedo and
cloud emissivity in GCM's could be improved and unified
through their mutual dependence upon the cloud liquid water
and/or ice content [Stephens and Webster, 1981]. However,
the latter cloud properties would have to be reasonably speci-
fied or accurately predicted. Also, most GCM parame-
terizations of surface albedo could incorporate more of the
potentially important parameters discussed by Wiscombe and
Warren [1980], Warren and Wiscombe [1980], Robinson
[1984], and others. That list includes snow melt, snow age,
grain size, impurities, type of exposed vegetation, and (visible
versus near-infrared) wavelength dependence of the spectral
reflectivities of snow and vegetation.

Turning to conventional meteorological observations, the
analysis of water vapor over the tropical oceans and in the
southern hemisphere suffers from a paucity of data. Mean-
while, satellite-derived radiative fluxes are adversely affected
by infrequent sampling, narrowness of the visible or infrared
bands, neglect of anisotropic effects or zenith angle depen-
dence, etc. [Cess et al., 1982]. Also, the satellite observations
and the conventional observations are not concurrent. More
specifically, the former are asynoptic, being taken at approxi-
mately the same local time, whereas the latter are essentially
synoptic.

In short, model-diagnosed radiative fluxes calculated by a
given GCM will probably be inconsistent with observation for
quite some time if "alien" analyses of observed cloud amount
are specified. (An "alien" cloud analysis is produced from dif-
ferent cloud radiation and/or surface albedo models, then the
GCM's and/or different analyses of radiation, temperature, or
water vapor.) Under these circumstances, modelers could
adapt the cloud radiation and surface albedo models of their
GCM's to be more compatible with those used to produce the

clou,d analysis and could compare their model-diagnosed radi-
ancc:s against observation.

But in the interim a simpler alternative strategy (the one
proposed here) is to generate "effective" clouds specifically for
one's own GCM. In practice it is necessary to broaden the
traditional definition of "effective" clouds, i.e., ours are con-
stra:ined to be as consistent as possible (see section 2) with
lon~:-wave and shortwave radiative fluxes. By being GCM de-
pendent, the effec:tive cloud amounts should compensate for
the net effect of biases in the GCM's cloud radiation model,
surface albedo field, etc., as well as in the observed satellite-
derived radiative fluxes and other input data. In fact the ad-
justment of cloud amount to the observed radiative balance
may be compared to the dynamical initialization of the wind
field to the observed mass field. An initialized wind field de-
parts somewhat from the true observed field because of the
imposition of dynamical constraints. Analogously, the con-
straint of radiati'{e consistency, i.e., of quasi-realistic cloud
radi:ltion forcing, may induce cloud amount fields to depart
from the true observed fields.

There are potentially two advantages of specifying effective
clouds in GCM's. First, they constrain GCM-diagnosed radi-
ativt: fluxes to be more or less consistent with observation.
This could be beneficial, provided that deficiencies in the
analyses of the otlserved satellite data were not the dominant
contributing factor to radiative inconsistencies. For example,
the impact of quasi-realistic, cloud radiation forcing fields
upon long-range forecasts by GCM's could be investigated
before definitive cloud climatologies became available. Second,
a cc'mparison of effective clouds and corresponding GCM-
diagnosed radiative fluxes with observation would afford
modelers the opportunity to become more aware of radiation-
related biases in their GCM's as well as in analyses of ob-
servc:d satellite data and perhaps motivate them to improve
the treatment of radiative transfer, clouds, aerosols, and/or
surface albedo in their GCM's. Through an iterative process,
effective cloud fields could become more realistic.

OLlr immediate objectives are to formulate an algorithm
called SA TCLD, which generates GCM-dependent effective
cloul:is for GCM's, and to present some preliminary results of
its application. We emphasize that no attempt is made to
construct a definitive cloud climatology. In keeping with the
spirit of the SATCLD approach we have employed a typical
GC~,1, i.e., the GFDL spectral extended range prediction
model and a convenient, satellite-derived radiative flux data
set, despite some potentially rather serious limitations of both.
For example, there are not enough degrees of freedom in the
archived radiative flux data currently available to capture all
of the important properties that characterize real clouds or to
independently validate the SA TCLD effective clouds.

Schneider [1972] used the concept of effective clouds to
discuss the sensitivity of global mean climate to global mean
cloul:iiness. His variables were global mean effective cloud top
heigl:lt and cloud cover fraction of a single layer of clouds.
Ho~'ever, for GCM applications the desired effective cloud
top height will not necessarily coincide with any of the fixed
vertical levels of the GCM in question. The resulting discrep-
ancy could be rather substantial if the spacing between adja-
cent levels were to exceed S(}-7S mbar in the upper tropo-
sphere. In contra.'!t, effective cloud amounts for two distinct
cloul:i layers can be finely tuned to attain radiative consistency
10caUy. Therefore we have modified Schneider's approach such
that the variables are grid point values of effective low and
high cloud amount, while the cloud tops and bases are fixed a
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priori. Global analyses of effective low or high cloud amount
can be built up from solutions at each GCM grid point.

Another key feature of the SA TCLD scheme is that it uti-
lizes compact, readily available data sets of analyzed long- and
shortwave radiative fluxes. The tape volume of archived data
requiring processing is relatively minimal, by virtue of its 250-
500 km, GCM-compatible spatial resolution. This may be
quite advantageous, since it would be unfeasible for most
modelers to work directly with pixel-scale radiance data.
Moreover, the scheme is economical to apply, at least for two
(or three) cloud parameters.

(3)

mizal.ion criterion may be expressed as

(£FZ + £S1{L\nb' L\n.} = minimum

~

2. CALCULAnON OF SATCLD EFFECnVE CLOUDS

2.1. Formulation of the SATCLD Scheme

The underlying approach might be categorized as an inverse
method. The SA TCLD algorithm itself is relatively straight-
forward. The first step is to expand the available observed
satellite-derived data, i.e., analyzed values of absorbed short-
wave radiative flux Sobs and outgoing long-wave flux Fobs as
second-order Taylor series in the unknown cloud amount
variables. More precisely, at each grid point of our GCM,

( OS) (OS) I (02S ) 2 Sobs = So + a;;;: o~nh + a;;; o~n. + 2 ~ o~nb

I (O2S) ( 02S )+ 2 ~ o~nl2 + a;;;:a;;; o~nb~nl + ts (I)

(OF ) (OF ) I ( (})F ) 2 Fobs = F 0 + a;;;: o~nb + a;;; o~n. + 2 ~ o~nb

I ( O2F ) ( o2F )+ -~ ~n.2 + -;-;- ~nb~n, + tF (2)

2 cn, 0 vnhvnl 0

In the above equations, nb and n. are the effective high and
low cloud amounts. respectively. Also, Sand Fare model-
diagnosed short- and long-wave radiative fluxes, i.e., they are
computed by the GCM's cloud radiation model from ob-
served meteorological data. The "0" subscript indicates that
the model-diagnosed fluxes or derivatives correspond to
known reference values of effective high cloud amount nbo and
low cloud amount nlo. The unknowns ~nh and ~nl represent
the departures nh -nbo and n. -n.o' while es and eF are re-
siduals. To insure that the above system of equations is not
underdetermined, only two layers of effective cloud are solved
for. This restriction can be justified. perhaps, on the grounds
that surface observers report fewer than three cloud layers
approximately 95% of the time. By choosing high and low
cloud layers. the contrasts in their long-wave emission and
(given our cloud radiation model) shortwave reflectivity are
enhanced.

In principle, middle clouds and/or other cloud properties
could be added to the list of unknowns (see section 6), given
more observed radiative parameters besides Fobs and Sobs.
Alternatively, the latter could be used to help validate GCM
cloud radiation models, as has been recently proposed by
First ISCCP Regional E.~periment (FIRE) [1983]. But unfor-
tunately, the archived data sets utilized in our study did not
contain these additional parameters.

In any case the desired solution at a particular grid point is
the pair of effective cloud amounts n. and nb that minimizes
the sum of the squares of the residuals in the Taylor series
expansions for Sobs and Fobs. Mathematically, the mini-

Equation (3) conslrains the cloud amounts "I and "b to be
approximately con,istent with the observed net radiative flux
Rob.' where Rob. = Sobl -F obi' In other words the squared re-

sidual net flux (£5 -£F)2 will usually be small, even if not
rigorously minimized. Moreover, (3) will tend to exclude solu-
tions whose residuals £5 and £F are individually large but for-
tuitously cancel. This is a desirable characteristic, since the
modulation of long-wave and shortwave radiative fluxes by
cloud!; will be strongest in the upper troposphere and near the
earth'l; surface, resl)ectively, as noted by V. E. Ramanathan
(personal communication, 1983). Note that the equation
"£F2 = minimum" !)ecomes a good approximation to (3) at

high latitudes of the winter hemisphere, where S, and hence £5'
is small.

The physical realizability constraints

{o S "b S I
} (4a)

0 S "I S 1 (4b)

must l>e invoked ol;casionally in order to perform the radi-
ation ,;alculations. This is most likely to occur if the cloud
radiation model ar:d/or observed input data contain large
biases and/or the effective high or low cloud amount is close
to 0% or 100%. Note that the consistency of model-diagnosed
radiative fluxes with observation is compromised wherever
(4a) and (4b) are explicitly applied. However, the resulting
discrepancy may remain small locally where small fluctuations
in radiative flux are associated with large fluctuations in ef-
fective cloud amounts.

AlthDugh (1) and (2) are nonlinear with respect to "I and "b'
they are readily solved by trial and error, i.e., by varying "I
and "b independently in increments of 0.01. The computation
time for two cloud layers was quite trivial on the Control
Data Corporation (CDC) CYBER 205 computer. If the second
derivative terms are discarded, (1) and (2) become linear and
could tie solved for /1.1 and "b by Cramer's rule. However, there
is no glJarantee that the constraints (4a) and (4b) will be satis-
fied, nor is there any computational advantage over the trial
and error method. In practice the inclusion of the second
derivatJives yielded, at best, only a slight improvement in the
representation of F and virtually none in the representation of
S.

The partial derivatives in (I) and (2) provide a measure of
the sen~iitivity of model-diagnosed radiative fluxes to n. and nh,
holding all other meteorological variables fixed. They are
computed a priori as follows. First, monthly mean or instanta-
neous iii1itial meteorological conditions are input into a global
spectral GCM. A series of one time step integrations is per-
formed from the same initial conditions. In this manner the
radiative fluxes are diagnosed in terms of the initial, observed
values I:as opposed 1:0 predicted values) of temperature and
water vapor. The only parameters that are varied are the low
and/or i1igh cloud amounts. In a particular run the same value
of cloud amount, i.e., 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, or 1.00 is specified at
each grid point on the spectral GCM's transform grid. The
determination of nh and n. was quite insensitive to two choices
of referl:nce cloud amounts in (I) and (2). Therefore we chose
nho = 0.50 and n.o = 0.50 in the Taylor series expansions. The
partial derivatives, e.g., (oF/onJo, (o2S/onh2)o, etc., are esti-
mated by centered finite difference approximations from
5(0.25), 5(0.50), 5(0.75), F(0.25), F(O.50), and F(O.75). Monthly
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Schematic diagram of the vertical placement of the clouds in the radiative flux calculations for (a) January 1977
and (b) July 1979; u is the vertical coordinate.

mean or daily mean values of Sand F are used, respectively,
to generate monthly mean or daily analyses of effective cloud
amount.

A preliminary check of the computer code and of the validi-
ty of the Taylor series expansion over the range of permissible
values of nl and nb was performed. For this purpose, model-
diagnosed fluxes SM and F M were calculated for (n" nb) = (0.0,

0.0), (0.25, 0.0), (0.50, 0.0), (0.0. 0.25), (0.25, 0.25), ..., (1.0,
0.25), ..., (1.0, 1.0). Then, n, and nb were computed from (1)
and (2) with Sob. = SM and Fob. = F M' The computed values of
nl and nb usually agreed with the "true," i.e., originally speci-
fied, values to within a few percent. However, larger discrep-
ancies occurred near the poles, where (4a) and (4b) were fre-

quently applied.

2.2. The GCM

A GFDL spectral GCM is used to diagnose radiative fluxes
from observed monthly mean or instantaneous meteorological
data. This model is rhomboidally truncated at wave number
21, has nine vertical levels, and employs the so-called..E4 pa-
rameterization of subgrid-scale vertical turbulent mixing, Fels-
Schwarzkopf radiation [Fels and Schwarzkopf, 1975, 1981],
moist convective adjustment, large-scale condensation, oro-
graphy, hydrologic cycle, etc. The distinctive features of the E4
parameterization are (1) a static stability-dependent Monin-
Obukhov formulation in the surface boundary layer; (2) a
Richardson-number-dependent, Mellor and Yamada [1974]

turbulent closure scheme in the planetary boundary layer and
free atmosphere; and (3) suppression of dry convective adjust-
ment. The surface temperature is calculated over land and sea
ice by solving a surface heat balance equation but is specified
over open water. The GCM is commonly referred to as
R21 L09 E4. An R30L09 E4 version has been described in
greater detail by (,ardon and Stern [1982].

TI1e Fels-Schwarzkopf radiation model is an important
I;omponent of our GCM. It is considered to be quite respect-
able for GCM applications. Its features include (1) the Fe/s
and Schwarzkopf 1:1975] simplified exchange method of calcu-
lating infrared cooling associated with water vapor; (2) accu-
rate CO2 transmission coefficients [Fe/s and Schwarzkopf,
1981]; (3) a Bignell [1970] water vapor continuum, which
varil:s approximately as the square of the water vapor con-
centration; (4) the Lads and Hansen [1974] parameterization
of absorption by ozone and water vapor; and (5) multiple
reflection. One restrictive feature of the Fels-Schwarzkopf
radi,ation model is that model-diagnosed radiances cannot be
analyzed for specific narrow spectral bands. Thus it is neces-
sary to verify against observed broadband flux data.

1111 our GCM the fixed cloud top heights and bases of low,
midljle, and high clouds are based primarily upon the cloud
climatology of Telegadas and London [1954]. They vary with
latitude and season as shown schematically in Figure 1. The
values are identic;al for effective and observed clouds, with the
.:aveat that there are no effective middle clouds. The fixed
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TABILE 1. Cloud ,\lbedos and Absorptivities for January 1977 and
July 1979 Integrations

High clouds
Middle clouds
Lo\!! clouds

0.241 -0.0677 cas Z
0.521 -0.1548 cas Z
0.673 -0.2225 cas Z

0.005
0.020
0.035

.(

Ther~fore we recomputed the SA TCLD effective clouds and

corresponding model-diagnosed radiative fluxes by using cor-
n~cti()n formulae (see GHS, appendix B) supplied by A.
(,rutoer (personal communication. 1983).

In any case, diurnal mean values of F obi were calculated
from the archived daytime and nighttime values. Also,
monthly means of Sobs and F obi were computed from daily
values as needed. Then the archived fluxes were interpolated
to our spectral GCM's 3.30 x 5.60 Gaussian latitude-longitude

grid.

cloud absorptivities and zenith-angle-dependent cloud albedos
are summarized in Table I. They correspond to the January
1977 standard absorptivities and one of the albedo options of

GHS, respectively. All (effective or observed) clouds, including
cirrus, are assumed to be blackbody emitters in the infrared,
i.e., their emissivity is 1.0.

GHS' model-diagnosed radiative fluxes were sensitive to the
emissivity and cloud top height assumed for 3DNEPH high
clouds. Similarly, effective high cloud amount should be sensi-
tive to such cloud parameters. Indirect confirmation of this is
given in section 3. However, sensitivity experiments of a more
controlled nature, which may be interesting in their own right,
have not been performed.

The specified field of surface albedo A. is the same as in
GHS, unless otherwise noted. It is based upon the Posey and
Clapp [1964] analysis over land; the Payne [1972] zenith-
angle-dependent formulation over the open oceans; and, in
January, an AFGWC (Air Force Global Weather Central)
weekly mean digitized analysis of snow depth over the north-
ern hemisphere for the first week of January 1977. GCM cli-

matological monthly mean snow cover is specified in the
southern hemisphere and in July, in the northern hemisphere.
The surface albedo of snow-free sea ice is fixed at 0.50, while
As = 0.75 over land and snow-covered sea ice poleward of 7()o.

At other latitudes, As varies with snow depth as

As = min {Aso + (0.6 -Aso)(d/10)1/2, 0.6} (5)

where Aso is the surface albedo for snow-free conditions and d
is the snow depth in centimeters. The standard As field for
July is shown in Figure 4a. For January, see Figure 12 of
GHS.

2.3. Observed Radiative Ftu.~ Data

The observed fluxes Sobs and Fobs were obtained for January
1977 and July 1979 from daily analyses of earth radiation
budget data. During those months, the NOAA 5 and TIROS-
N satellites were in orbit, respectively. Their daytime equa-
torial crossings occurred at approximately 0930 hours and
1500 hours local time. The data were archived on a 2.50 x 2.50
resolution latitude-longitude grid by the National Environ-
mental Satellite Data Information Service (NESDIS) accord-
ing to the procedures described by Gruber [1978].

These archived analyses were selected on the basis of their
overall convenience, i.e., availability, compactness, user-
friendly flux format, and extrahemispheric (global) domain.
But as previously mentioned, they may possess some poten-
tially serious limitations. Perhaps most worrisome is the unre-
solved question of how well the archived values of Sobs repre-
sent the true diurnal mean values. The limiting factors are the
local sampling frequency of the planetary albedo (essentially
once per day) along with the assumptions that the albedo is
isotropic and not a function of zenith angle. Regarding the
latter factor, the archived data utilized in this study is based
upon midmorning or mid afternoon satellite measurements of
reflectivity. Fortunately, these may be more representative of
diurnal mean conditions than noontime measurements would
have been. Also, as discussed by GHS, the scanning radiome-
ters aboard the NOAA 5 and TIROS-N satellites measured
considerably wider visible bands than those aboard some
other NOAA satellites. This situation may have favorably af-
fected the conversion of radiances to broadband fluxes for the
particular cases investigated here. On the other hand, during
the course of our investigation, Ohring et at. [1984] confirmed
the existence of a bias in the NESDIS long-wave flux data.

2.4. Observed Cloud Amount Data

For comparison purposes, two analyses of observed cloud
amount are utilized later: (1) 3DNEPH is a reconstruction
(within the northern hemisphere only) of the voluminous
AFG'WC 3D-Neph analysis [Fye, 1978]. This hybrid analysis
uses primarily satellite data plus some timely surface-based
observations. The .atellite data is obtained from two polar-
orbiting military satellites (DMSP) whenever possible. How-
ever, during January 1977, NOAA 5 data was used, The 3D-
Neph archieve contains cloud amounts at 15 prescribed verti-
cal le';els as well as total cloud cover and auxiliary cloud and
weather information. The temporal resolution is nominally 3
hours, and the horizontal resolution is approximately 50 km,
Each hemisphere is subdivided into 60 regions or boxes; a
month-long record For a particular box spans an entire tape,
(2~ SF'COBS is an objective analysis of surface-based cloud
obser1iations over land and sea. The fractional cloud amount
in the higher of two layers is derived from the reported frac-
tional cloud amount in the lower layer and total cloud cover,
assuming the clouds in the two layers randomly overlap, If
three cloud layers are reported simultaneously, the respective
cloud amounts are indeterminate, unless additional assump-
tions are made. Approximately 5% of all observations are
rejecte:d For this rea.~on, compared to 10% for all quality con-
trol checks. As illustrated in Figure 3 of GHS, the data base
on a t:vpical day is extremely sparse over the oceans, especially
in the tropics and southern hemisphere.

The data bases and method of reconstruction of the above
analyses are discussed in more detail in GHS, Suffice it to say,
the analyses of 3DNEPH and SFCOBS observed cloud
amounts were interpolated to our spectral GCM's grid,

2.5. Other Meteorological Data

The relevant ob~erved monthly mean or instantaneous
meteol,ological initi;ll conditions have to be provided to the
GCM in order to evaluate the model-diagnosed radiative
fluxes. The monthly mean temperature and wind fields for
January 1977 and July 1979 are time-averaged National
Meteorological Center (NMC) daily analyses interpolated to
our GCM grid. The monthly mean water vapor field is ob-
tained from an optimum interpolation analysis of temperature
and dt:wpoint depression station data, using climatology as a
first guess. Initial conditions for the January 1, 1977, and the
June J.O, 12, and 14, 1979, cases are provided by a GFDL
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CiCM. However, .r; should be rather constrained by the im-
posed observed vertical profiles of temperature, wind, and
wate;r vapor. Furthermore, over the oceans, these profiles are

prestlmably influenced by the observed sea surface temper-
ature field anyway. In any case the SA TCLD effective cloud
amount fields were found to be quite insensitive to whether (1)
observed or climatological monthly mean sea surface temper-
ature fields, which generally differed locally by less than I K
or 2 K, were specified or (2) moist convective adjustment was
tlLlrnc:d on or off dllring the single time step integration.

four-dimensional analysis. The scheme is similar to the one
described by Ploshay et al. [1983].

Climatological monthly mean sea surface temperatures (in-
terpolated from data supplied by the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography) are specified over the open ocean. Meanwhile,
for convenience, and to guarantee a model-consistent surface
heat budget, the initial surface temperature 1; is, strictly
speaking, model-predicted, rather than observed, over land
and sea ice. The same procedure is used for medium- or long-
range weather prediction experiments performed with our

LONGITUDE (a)In 

analyses of cloud amount over the ,~oflr to 300S domain for January 1977: (a) low clouds, (b))uds. 
Contour interval, 0.1. Stippling: 0.8-1.0 (very fine), '[).6-().8 (fine), 0.4-0.6 (medium), 0.2-0.4
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Fig. 2. (continued)

COMPARISON OF SA TCLD EFFECTIVE CLOUD AMOUNT

FIELDS WITH OBSERVED

300E

60' 150.W 120" 900 600 300W O'

(b)

reasons: (1) The "ground truth" is not accurately known. (2)
The implied definitions of cloud amount are different for
satellite-derived versus surface-based observations, as alluded
to by IGHS. (3) Only two effective cloud parameters, e.g., low
and high cloud amount, could be derived from the two inde-
pendent radiative flux parameters archived by NESDIS. In
other words any middle clouds would be incorporated into
low or high effective cloud amount by the SA TCLD scheme.
On th,: other hand the SFCOBS scheme cannot cope with
three distinct layers of cloud existing simultaneously, whereas
the AJ;'GWC makes certain model assumptions to generate
the vertical distribution of its 3DNEPH clouds. (4) The input
dal:a used to generate the SA TCLD, 3DNEPH, and SFCOBS
analysl:s of cloud amounts are not spatially or temporally

To qualitatively assess the plausibility of the SATCLD ef-
fective cloud amount fields, a few comparisons are made with
the 3DNEPH and SFCOBS analyses of observed cloud
amount. The SA TCLD-3DNEPH comparison is of primary
concern since both rely extensively on satellite-derived data-
from the same satellite during January 1977 and from different
satellites in 1979. However, SFCOBS provides another per-
spective and is all we have to compare with south of the
equator.

A quantitative verification of the SA TCLD analyses of ef-
fective low and high cloud amounts is not possible for several
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usat.le farther south. Also, note that the 3DNEPH analysis
terminates at the equator. The January 1977 SA TCLD analy-
ses have been suppressed poleward of 70oN, where they are

extrc:mely noisy.
A'~cording to Figure 2a, the 3DNEPH, SFCOBS, and

SA TCLD analyses of low cloud amount n) for January 1977
bear a qualitative resemblance over the mid-latitude oceans
but not over the snow-covered Eurasian and North American
continents poleward of 4O"N, where the estimated surface
albe,do may be very inaccurate. In the polar night region the
SATCLD nl field (not shown) is very noisy for two reasons:
Firs1, equation (21 is not used to determine n., since SObs = O.
Second, a small adjustment in Fobs may generate a large ad-
justment in n. because the model-computed surface temper-
aturl: ~, the observed temperature at low cloud top level, and
the c:ffective emission temperature T. oc Fobs 1/4 are nearly the

samc:. Over the Sahara Desert, SA TCLD exhibits more low
clou,d than 3DNE:PH or SFCOBS. Here, the specified surface
albe,jo may be too low, as discussed below in connection with

synchronized. Despite the above limitations, comparisons at
face value can hopefully give some indication of whether
various features of the SA TCLD effective cloud amount fields
are plausible.

For simplicity, both "effective cloud amount" and "observed
cloud amount" will frequently be referred to as "cloud
amount" from now on. However, the implied meaning should
be obvious from the context of the discussion.

3.1. Monthly Mean Results

One reason for being interested in monthly means is the
hope that monthly mean effective cloud amount fields could
be specified, ultimately, in monthly/seasonal range GCM wea-
ther prediction experiments at GFDL.

Latitude-longitude maps of SA TCLD, 3DNEPH, and
SFCOBS analyses of monthly mean (a) low, (b) high and (c)
total cloud amount for January 1977 and July 1979 are illus-
trated in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The domain is re-
stricted to 90oN to 30oS, since the SFCOBS analysis is not
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than the corresponding analyses of n,. The two satellite-based
analysf:s of nh are most similar, perhaps, over the northern
hemisphere tropics. As at the lower level, the upper-level
SATCLD South Pac:ific and Intertropical Convergence Zones
(ITCZ) are much better defined than SFCOBS'.

During July 1979, the SATCLD nl field resembles SFCOBS
more c:losely than 3DNEPH over the north central Pacific
and northeast Atlantic oceans (Figure 3a). Note that the
SATCLD n, ITCZ is quite well defined, whereas the 3DNEPH
is (for currently unexplained reasons) more intense, and the
SFCOBS ITCZ is again fragmented or nonexistent over data-
sparse regions. Meanwhile, SA TCLD clouds resemble stratus

the July 1979 case. Over the subtropical and tropical oceans of
the northern hemisphere, the two satellite-data-dependent
analyses of n" both based upon NOAA 5 data, have more
extreme minima than SFCOBS. Moreover, in the southern
hemisphere tropics the SA TCLD convergence zones are clear-
ly more organized than the SFCOBS, especially over the
south tropical Pacific, Brazil, and equatorial Africa. Notice the
local maximum in SA TCLD low cloud amount over the east-
ern Pacific Ocean, somewhat off the west coasts of Central
and South America.

Generally speaking, the three analyses of high cloud
amount nh for January 1977 (Figure 2b) bear less resemblance
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Fig. 3. (continued)

or stratocumulus, i.e., n, attains a relative maximum (Figure analysis and systematic differences between TIROS-N versus
3a) and nh -0 (Figure 3b) off the west coasts of southern DMSP satellite data. In support of the latter hypothesis the
Africa and South America, in qualitative agreement with 3D1'IEPH and SA TCLD analyses of n, over the subtropical
SFCOBS. ,:ast central Pacific were more similar in January 1977, when

The SA TCLD maximum in n, over the southeastern United both employed data from the same satellite. Regarding differ-
States is more pronounced than the 3DNEPH or SFCOBS. ,:nces in the July 1979 satellite data, spectral reflectance is
Similarly, the prominent SATCLD dry zones in the west cen- mea:;ured in the early morning, early evening, and around
tral subtropical Pacific and subtropical Atlantic oceans are noon local time by the two DMSP satellites, but only once per
not found in the other two analyses. Unfortunately, com- day in the midafternoon, i.e., at 1500 hours by TIROS-N.
parable digitized DMSP radiative flux data, which might help Furthermore, the DMSP visible band (0.4-1.1 ,urn) is some-
to sort out the true causes of these SATCLD-3DNEPH dis- what broader than the corresponding TIROS-N band (0.50-
crepancies, were not available. However, we speculate that 0.93 ,urn). Perhaps, the amount of low clouds, and hence the
two possible causes are the incorporation of timely surface- reflected solar radiation over the subtropical east central Pa-
based observations of clouds into the AFGWC 3DNEPH (:ific, approaches :1 minimum during the midafternoon. (Such

300E

900

~~~j~~~~:::::::~.
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behavior has been noted by .Minnis and Harrison [1984] off
the west coast of South America in their recent analysis of
November 1978 GOES satellite data.) Conversely, over the
southeastern United States, thermal convection may be ap-
proaching its diurnal maximum intensity during the mid after-
noon. The existence of a relative maximum of SA TCLD high
cloud amount (see Figure 3b) at the same location is sug-
gestive of deep convection.

A negative bias in the specified surface albedo field may also
enhance the SA TCLD nl maximum over the southeastern
United States. We assumed A. -0.08 over the southeastern
United States. But according to the CLIMAP (Climate: Long-
Range Investigation, Mapping, and Prediction) analysis (ob-
tained from Bruce Grant, NOAA, Boulder, Colorado 80302,
1981), A. -0.16. If this latter estimate were adopted,
SATCLD n, would decrease locally by -0.1. Similarly, the
surprisingly large amount of SA TCLD nl over the Sahara
Desert may compensate for a negative bias in our specification
of the surface albedo and/or neglect of scattering by Sahara

1800 ISOoW 1200 900 60' 300W 00

)NGIl"UDE (C)

continued)

dust. The CLIMAP values of As there are 0.03-0.10 greater
than ours. Meanwhile, the virtual absence of SA TCLD low
clouds over the permanently snow-covered Arctic region sug-
gests that the currently assumed value of As for July, i.e., 0.75,
is too high, perhaps because of our neglect of snowmelt.

To u~st the sensitivity of our results to an improved specifi-
cation of surface albedo, SA TCLD effective clouds were recal-
culated using the CLIMAP surface albedo field and including
a surfac:e-temperature-dependent parameterization of As over
melting snow. The latter parameterization is similar to
Robock's [1980] but less extreme. It reduced As over snow-
covered land in the summer Arctic to -0.55. The standard
July surface albedo field As and the (new minus old) difference
field ~As are illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b, and the new
SA TCL.D "I field in Figure 5. Given the new As field, "I de-
creases slightly over the southeastern United States, decreases
over th,e Sahara, and increases over the permanent Arctic
snow p:lck.

The main point regarding the July 1979 fields of high cloud
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:,tru,:ture or the 3DNEPH and SA TCLD NT fields in the trop-
ics and subtropics (excluding the Sahara).

L;!titudinal profiles or zonal mean ("( )") SATCLD and

.3D\'~EPH cloud amounts are plotted ror January 1977 (Figure
6) al!1d July 1979 (Figure 7). The (n.)SATCLD -(nl)3DNEPH dir-ference 

is generally positive in the northern hemisphere winter
or summer extratropical cyclone belts and quiescent January
northern hemisphere tropics. In contrast it is negative in the
summer northern hemisphere tropics, approaching 0.20 in theITCZ. 

Meanwhile, the SA TCLD and 3DNEPH profiles or

amount nh (Figure 3b) is that SA TCLD and 3DNEPH are in
qualitative agreement over both the extratropics and tropics.
In particular, their ITCZ's are much better defined than
SFCOBS.

Analyses of total cloud amount NT for January 1977 and
July 1979 are illustrated in Figures 2c and 3c, respectively. The
SA TCLD field was derived under the assumption of random
overlap, i.e., according to the formula NT = nl + (1 -nJnh"
The NT fields incorporate various features of the correspond-
ing n, and, to a lesser extent, nh fields. Note the similarity in

~~

900N
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Fig. 5. SATCLD low cloud amount field corresponding to Jllew surface albedo, for July 1979. Contour intervals and
stippling are the saml: as il) Figure 2a.
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(nh> are remarkably similar equatorward of 60oN. The agree-
ment between the two (NT> profiles in the mid-latitudes is
enhanced by the compensating contribution of (nm>3DNEPH'

As shown in Figure 7, the SA TCLD scheme generates a low
overcast within the 45°S to 6O0S latitude belt in July 1979.
Further analysis indicated that this result is related to an
inconsistency between model-diagnosed zonal mean absorbed

shortwave radiative flux (16 W m-2) versus observed (2 W
m --1. The true observed value was apparently underestimated
by NESDIS. First of all, in their conversion of instantaneous
reflectivities to diurnal mean values, they did not take proper
accoul1,t of zenith angle dependence, although the local zenith
angle was very large at 1500 hours local time. More generally,
the effi~cts of bidirectional reflectance were not incorporated
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There is substantial 3DNEPH middle-level cloud and slightly
less high-level cloud compared to SA TCLD.

Although the sensitivity of the SA TCLD effective high
cloud amount to cloud top height was not systematically in-
vestigated, some information was obtained inadvertently when
an t:rroneous "observed" temperature profile T(Ul+ J was

into their data processing scheme. In contrast, zenith-angle-
dependent anisotropic correction factors, developed by Taylor
and Stowe [1984], have been applied to Nimbus 7 satellite
data.

SA TCLD and 3DNEPH northern hemispheric monthly
mean values of nl, nm, nh, and NT are summarized in Table 2.
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specified instead of T(I1J in the upper troposphere: 0.189 ~ agaillist an evolving background brightness field. Although the
111 ~ 0.500. (Here, 111 is the vertical coordinate pressure over surfa,:e albedo for the SA TCLD calculations depended upon
surface pressure at GCM level 1). A 15 K positive bias in snow depth d, only weekly mean values of d were utilized.
T(0.189) resulted that was equivalent to lowering the high Furthermore, other factors, previously mentioned in section I,

clouds in the tropics from -189 mbar to -336 mbar. The that influence the albedo over snow-covered land were ne-
phase of the corresponding nb fields remained similar to that glectc,d.
of Figures 2b or 3b. However, the amplitude of nb increased As a second example, SATCLD effective clouds (but not
substantially in the tropics, e.g., by over 50% in relative terms 3DNIEPH) were generated for June 10, 12, and 14, 1979. The
within the July 1979 ITCZ. Conversely, nl decreased by up to SATCLD analyses (not shown) appeared to simulate the rapid
0.1 to compensate for the enhanced reflection of shortwave onset of the summer Indian monsoon. A prominent feature,
radiation by nb. Incidentally, the use of uncorrected NESDIS i.e., t1/{0 distinct regions of cloudiness over the Arabian Sea
long-wave flux data elicited a somewhat weaker response of and Bay of Bengal on June 14 are consistent with streamline

opposite sign. analyses at 850 and 200 mbar as well as satellite photographs.
,)

3.2. Daily Mean Results

For some GCM applications, e.g., when the transient ac-
tivity is strong, daily varying specified cloud amount fields
may be of interest. Therefore we decided to test whether the
SA TCLD scheme can generate plausible yet radiatively con-
sistent distributions of effective cloud amount on this time
scale. The example of January I, 1977, the only one for which
we have both SA TCLD and 3DNEPH analyses, is empha-
sized here. SFCOBS is excluded from the comparison, since
that analysis for a particular day would suffer from tremen-
dous data gaps over the oceans, tropics, and southern hemi-
sphere. Note that the partial derivatives of equations (1) and
(2) now correspond to observed meteorological conditions on
January 1, 1977,0000 GMT.

The SATClD and 3DNEPH fields of NT for January I,
1977, are shown in Figure 8. Although both analyses are asy-
noptic, the 3DNEPH is somewhat smoother. The background
synoptic analyses of SOO-mbar and lOOO-mbar geopotential
height and 8SO-mbar temperature for January 1, 1977, 1200
GMT, are plotted in Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c, respectively.

Overall, the two fields of total cloud amount are quite simi-
lar, despite some discrepancies. The large spiral of cloud over
the North Pacific is associated with an intense disturbance.
The cloud bands that straddle the east coasts of Asia and
North America are apparently due to the advection of cold air
over relatively warm water. Several large-scale features in the
NT fields are recognizable in the nl and nh fields (not shown) as
well.

Over the upper Great lakes, Scandinavia, and the western
part of the Soviet Union, the 3DNEPH is more consistent
with surface synoptic reports of cloud cover (not shown). Two
factors may be relevant here. First, timely surface observations
of cloud amount are utilized by the AFGWC 3DNEPH
analysis. Second. a serious attempt is made by the AFGWC to
discriminate between cloud cover and snow cover. More pre-
cisely, satellite shortwave radiative flux data is compared

TABLE 2. Northern Hemispheric Monthly Mean Cloud Amount

Case Layer 3DNEPH SATCLD

January 1977 0.218
0.196
0.249

0.503

0.187
0.251
0.376

0.587

0.244
0.000
0.308

0.465

July 1979 High
Middle
Low

Total

0.222
0.000
0.342

0.474

4. RADIATIVE CONSISTENCY OF MODEL-DIAGNOSED FLUXES

SA TCLD model-diagnosed radiative fluxes were calculated

by our spectral GCM from observed meteorological data, pri-

marily to confirm whether they are really consistent with ob-

servation. At first glance, consistency seems assured, barring

errors in the computer code or inaccurate Taylor series ap-

proximations to SObs and F obo. However, substantial discrep-

ancies could occur locally where GCM-dependent biases

and/or observation-dependent biases are "sufficientiy large" to
activate the physical realizability constraints, i.e., equations

(4a) alrld (4b). Thus some qualitative information may be in-

ferred about robust GCM-dependent and/or observation-

depeDl:ient biases by examining model-diagnosed SA TCLD
fluxes.

GCM-diagnosed radiative fluxes corresponding to "alien"
observed clouds (mainly the satellite-data-dependent

3DNEPH) are also illustrated. Our purpose is to simply dem-

onstrate that the discrepancies from observation are indeed

larger, overall, for such clouds than for SA TCLD effective
clouds. In the case of 3DNEPH clouds the discrepancies could

emergl: as a result of (I) deficiencies in the AFGWC 3D-Neph

analysis; (2) deficiencies in our own GCM's cloud radiation
model treatment of surface albedo, and/or treatment of aero-

sols; or (3) discrepancies between DMSP versus NOAA satel-

lite data. However, more accurate and comprehensive data

sets would be needed to quantitatively estimate the contri-

butions of these factors. Thus the present intercomparison of

GCM-diagnosed versus observed radiative fluxes should not
be viewed as a verification of observed or effective cloud

amOUl1lt fields. Admittedly, the use of improved input and ver-

ification data could alter the results. Also, the 3DNEPH (and

SFCOBS) fluxes are at a disadvantage, since the "observed"

fluxes employed by the SA TCLD analysis scheme also serve

as the verification data. But in the January 1977 cases at least,

the 3DNEPH and SA TCLD analyses are based upon radi-

ance data measured by the same satellite, i.e., NOAA 5.

SA TCLD and 3DNEPH model-diagnosed fields of outgo-

ing long-wave flux F, reflected shortwave flux Sj, and net flux
R have been compared with observation (Winston ODS).

Maps of the July 1979 monthly mean F and Sj fields are

illustrated in Figures lOa and lOb, respectively. As anticipated

for SA TCLD clouds, all three model-diagnosed flux fields in

the tropics and summer extratropics correspond very well

with January 1977 or July 1979 monthly mean satellite ver-

ification data. In those regions, even the January and July

3DNEPH long-wave flux fields essentially reproduce the

longitudinal variation of the observed. These results are con.

sistent with the qualitative similarity between the 3DNEPH

versus SA TCLD fields of high cloud amount. In contrast the

3DNEPH Sj and (hence the R) flux field deviates substantially
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is that the satellite radiance measurements are not temporally
synchronized with the model-diagnosed fluxes, which were cal-
culated from the diurnal mean of the 0000 and 1200 GMT
synoptic analyses of temperature. Discrepancies between
F SA TCLD and F OM are apt to be larger on a daily basis than on
a monthly mean basis. They may be accentuated in regions of
largc: diurnal variation and high maximum of surface temper-
ature, e.g., the Sahara Desert in summer (see Figure lOa), if the
sateUite's daytime passage occurs near the time of diurnal
maximum temperature, as in July 1979. In any case the lack of
temporal synchronization between the "observed" temper-
atures input into the GCM versus those seen by the satellites
cannot fully explain why the 3DNEPH correlations in Figure
II are so much weaker.

Latitudinal profiles of differences, L\R, between model-
diagnosed and observed zonal mean net radiative fluxes for
July 1979 are illustrated in Figure 12. The large 3DNEPH
discrepancy near 50cN is an example of GCM cloud radiation
model effects. The 3DNEPH (or SFCOBS) middle clouds ap-
parently compensate for the relatively smaller fraction of low
cloud amount so far as total cloud amount is concerned (see
Figure 7). But they are unable to fully compensate radiatively,
given our GCM's cloud radiation model, which assigns
wealcer albedos to middle clouds than to low clouds (see Table
I). Perhaps stronger middle-cloud albedos would be appropri-
ate for cloud sY5tems associated with intense mid-latitude
tran:,ient synoptic: disturbances. Not surprisingly, in the trop-
ics, :lS elsewhere, IL\RI is typically ~ 5 W m -2 for SA TCLD

clouds. But there are two exceptions. First, L\R -+ 15 W m-2
in tile 500s to 6()OS latitude belt (not shown), primarily be-
cause of the neglect of zenith-angle-dependent bidirectional

from SA TCLD over the central tropical and subtropical
oceans. especially in July 1979. In fact the 3DNEPH clouds
appear to reflect up to 50 W m -2 more solar radiation to

space over the eastern Pacific section of the July 1979 ITCZ
and over the l5DN to 300N latitude belt of the east central
Pacific. These latter results are consistent with the locally
greater amounts of 3DNEPH low cloud. Meanwhile, in the
winter extratropics, S is small compared to F, whereas F and
hence the net flux R are relatively insensitive to cloud amount,
being controlled more by the land-sea contrast in surface tem-

perature.
Model-diagnosed and observed eddy radiative fluxes, i.e.,

the departures from their respective zonal means, were cross
correlated along each Gaussian latitude, and the correlation
coefficients r(F), r(S), and r(R) plotted versus latitude. In the
January monthly mean case. typical values of r(F) and r(S) in
the northern hemisphere tropics (not shown) are -0.98 and
-0.98 for SATCLD clouds versus -0.8 and -0.6 for
3DNEPH. The January 1977 monthly mean as well as Janu-
ary I, 1977, correlations r(R) (Figure II) remain high in the
tropics for SATCLD but drop off sharply for 3DNEPH (and
SFCOBS). Note that r(R) may be more sensitive than r(F) and
r(S) in the tropics, since IRI « IFI. and IRI « ISI there. In the
winter extratropics, r(R) attains high values during January
1977, irrespective of whether SATCLD or 3DNEPH cloud
amount fields are specified.

Although the radiative consistency of the SA TCLD effective
clouds is not merely an artifact of monthly time averaging, the
January I, 1977, daily SATCLD long-wave, and hence net
radiative flux, correlation is somewhat weaker than the corre-
sponding monthly mean correlation. A plausible explanation
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reflectance in the conversion of instantaneous reflectivity
measurements by NESDIS to diurnal mean broadband reflec-
tivities. Second, t1R --45 W m -2 in the Arctic, partly be-

cause of neglect of snowmelt in our standard surface albedo
model and again partly because of NESDIS' neglect of bidi-
rectional reflectance.

The atmospheric net radiative cooling and surface radiation
balance are the direct links between cloud radiation and dy-
namics in GCM's. So, out of curiosity we have examined the
sensitivity of vertical profiles of zonal mean net radiative cool-
ing and surface net radiative flux to SA TCLD versus

'J

3DNEI>H clouds. But unfortunately, no global or hemispheric
observ(:d data sets were available to verify these model-
diagno~;ed radiative parameters.

The :;ensitivity of model-diagnosed vertical profiles of zonal
mean net radiative cooling to the various analyses of cloud
amounl is most pronounced in the ITCZ. The situation for
July 1979 and latitude 8°N is illustrated in Figure 13, where
"London" refers to a zonal mean climatology of low, middle,
and high cloud amount adapted from the northern and south-
ern hemisphere climatologies of Telegadas and London [1954]
and Sasamori et al. [1972], respectively. The 3DNEPH mid-
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the same top as for high clouds. For example, at 8°N the
clou,j top and cloud base were located at C1 = 0.336 and
C1 = 0.811, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 13 these "con-
vective" SA TCLD effective clouds yield a strikingly different
net radiative cooling profile at 8°N compared to the two dis-
tinct layers of SA TCLD effective clouds. Thus the mid-
tropospheric net radiative cooling rate appears to be very
sensitive to cloud type and/or cloud top height. The caveat is
that the "convective" SA TCLD effective clouds are not radi-
atively consistent with the satellite-derived fluxes at the top of
the atmosphere. Since the system of two equations (equations
(1) and (2» was solved for only one unknown n\, another free
parameter, such as cloud top height, would be needed to en-
hance the radiative consistency. Note, however, that cloud top
height is not infinitely adjustable, since GCM's have finite
vertical resolution. Thus one layer of effective cloud with ad-

tropospheric cooling is substantially greater than the
SA TCLD. Also, the 3DNEPH clouds tend to destabilize the
lapse rate between (1 = 0.665 and 0.500, whereas the SA TCLD
effective clouds tend to stabilize it. The discrepancy is at-
tributed to the lack of SA TCLD middle-level cloud. In com-
parison the 3DNEPH zonal mean cloud amount at (1 = 0.500
and soN is <nm> = 0.39. SFCOBS and London mid-
tropospheric net radiative cooling rates lie somewhere be-
tween the 3DNEPH and SATCLD values. The greater
amount of 3DNEPH low cloud is responsible for the com-
paratively weaker 3DNEPH net radiative cooling in the lower
tropical troposphere.

Thick convective clouds with high cloud tops may be more
prevalent in the ITCZ than two or three distinct cloud layers.
To simulate this situation, one thick layer of SA TCLD clouds
was generated, assuming the same base as for low clouds and

WINSTON OBS JUl1979
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justable cloud top height would generally be less radiatively
consistent in GCM's than two distinct layers.

The latitudinal profiles of model-diagnosed net radiative
cooling at G = 0.5 for July 1979 (Figure 14) reveal a sharp

discontinuity near 38°N in the 3DNEPH curve, but not in the
SA TCLD curve. This discontinuity is related to another in the
specified heights of high, and especially middle, clouds in our
GCM (see Figure Ib) coupled with a moderate amount of
3DNEPH middle cloud (nm> -0.17). It could induce a sys-
tematic bias in a GCM's predicted meridional temperature

gradient.
Latitude-longitude distributions of SA TCLD and 3DNEPH

net radiative flux at the earth's surface (not shown) reveal
considerable structure in the northern hemisphere in July,
when the incoming solar radiation is close to its seasonal
maximum there. Overall, both distributions are qualitatively
similar. Yet the SATCLD minimum in the North Pacific and
SA TCLD maxima in the subtropical and eastern tropical

~,

.{.

I

r
180. 150.W 120. 90. 60. JO.W O'

-IGITUDE (b)
continuecl)

oceans are approximately 20 W m -2 more intense than their

3DNEf)H counterparts. These differences are consistent with
differences in SATCLD versus 3DNEPH low cloud amount.
The net radiative flux decreases as the low cloud amount
increast:s.

5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

We have formulated a scheme, called SATCLD, for gener.
ating fit:lds of effective low and high cloud amount for GCM'!
from fields of satellite-derived radiative fluxes at the top of th~
atmospii1ere. This "poor man's scheme" is economically ef.
ficient for two (or three) cloud parameters and requires a mini.
mal amount of data processing, as it utilizes archived analyse!
of radiative fluxes on a 250-km resolution grid instead of ra\\
radiancl~ data. The results are inherently dependent upon th<
particular GCM's cloud radiation model, surface albedo field
etc., as well as the "observed" satellite and conventiona
meteorological data. To demonstrate the application of th<
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States. The effective low cloud amount over the Sahara Desert
wa:; presumably unrealistic. Fortunately, it decreased when
our standard specification of surface albedo was replaced by
CLIMAP's. At mid-latitudes the SA TCLD effective low cloud
amount field bore some resemblance to the 3DNEPH and/or
SFI:OBS, mainly over the oceans. In winter the SA TCLD
effective cloud fields seemed unrealistic over snow-covered
mid-latitude terrain, and the scheme appeared to be ill-
conlditioned in the polar night region. Meanwhile, in summer
the SA TCLD and 3DNEPH fields of high cloud amount were
in quite good agreement. Also, Arctic stratus were better simu-
lated for our improved GCM parameterization of snow
alb,=do than for our standard one.

Several systematic biases in our GCM and in the observed
data were linked, mainly by inference, to SA TCLD-observed
or :;A TCLD-3DNEPH radiative flux discrepancies or to cor-
responding unrealistic features of the SA TCLD effective cloud
amount fields: (1) a diurnal sampling bias in the observed
radiative fluxes; (2) a lack of temporal synchronization be-
tween satellite and conventional temperature observations; (3)
an underestimate of the true surface albedo over the Sahara
De!.ert by our GCM; (4) an inaccurate GCM parame-
terization of snow albedo; and (5) biases in our GCM's cloud
radiation model, e.g., the specification of albedos for middle
clouds. The effective high cloud amount was also found to be
quil:e sensitive to the specification of cloud top height.

111 July 1979 the discrepancy between DMSP versus
TIl'~OS-N measurements of reflected shortwave radiation
could have been large. But in January 1977, when the
AFI::;WC utilized NOAA 5 satellite data, other factors must
have been predominantly responsible for the SA TCLD-3D-
Neph discrepancies. Some possibilities include inadequate
GCM specifications of surface and cloud albedos, especially
for middle level clouds; insufficient information in the
AFI::;WC 3DNEPH to deduce the true thickness and hence
albt:do of middle clouds or of low- to middle-level cloud sys-
tems; and a positive bias in the 3DNEPH total cloud cover in
relatively cloudy regions, e.g., the ITCZ. But overall, neither
the January 1977 nor July 1979 SATCLD-3DNEPH discrep-
ancies have been definitively explained.

In conclusion we believe that currently available, and in the
foreseeable future, new cloud amount data sets would not
necc:ssarily yield GCM-diagnosed radiative fluxes that were
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Fig. 12. Differential (i.e., model-diagnosed minus observed) zonal
monthly mean net radiative fluxes for July 1979. Domain is 9OCN to
30"S.

scheme, a typical current generation GCM and currently
available archived broadband flux data were utilized, despite
potentially serious limitations of both. However, the scheme
could be applied to future, more accurate observed data sets
and improved GCM's.

The underlying approach might be categorized as an inverse
method. The analyzed observed shortwave flux Sobs and out-
going long-wave flux Fobs at each grid point of our GCM were
expanded as Taylor series in the unknown effective low and
high cloud amounts. The unknowns were determined by trial
and error to the nearest 0.01 so as to locally minimize the sum
of the squares of the residuals in the Taylor series expansions
for Sobs and Fobs' In this manner the SA TCLD analysis of
effective low and high cloud amount were also locally con-
strained to be approximately consistent with the observed net
radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere.

Quasi-global SA TCLD fields of effective low and high cloud
amount were generated by our GCM for two monthly mean
cases, i.e., January 1977 and July 1979, as well as some daily
mean cases. They were compared with the 3DNEPH and/or
SFCOBS analyses of observed cloud amount. In addition,
model-diagnosed radiative fluxes were calculated by our
GCM, using the above specifications of cloud amount and
observed meteorological conditions. Analysis of the above
cloud amount fields and corresponding model-diagnosed radi-
ative fluxes helped to reveal qualitative information about
GCM- and observation-dependent biases.

In the tropics and subtropics (except over deserts) the radi-
ative budget at the top of the atmosphere was more sensitive
to clouds than to surface albedo or surface temperature. In
these regions the horizontal distributions of SA TCLD low and
high effective cloud amount seemed plausible in many re-
spects, based upon comparison with 3DNEPH or SFCOBS.
For example, they contained dry zones and well-defined
ITCZ's, as did the 3DNEPH. Similarly, in the well-known
regions of stratocumulus formation off the west coasts of the
Americas and southern Africa, the SA TCLD effective low
cloud resembled SFCOBS in July. However, there were some
substantial differences between analyses in the intensity of the
summer ITCZ, "dry zones" over the subtropical east central
Pacific Ocean, and convection over the southeastern United

fC\ , --,~, ' --,,--
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consistent with satellite observations for every GCM. There-
fore, GCM-dependent, radiatively adjusted-i.e., initialized-
clouds might be a useful alternative, in the interim, for some
prognostic applications of GCM's. (n this light the SATCLD
methodology could be viewed as a feasible, economical ap-
proach by which modelers could generate their own analyses
of (effective) cloud amount and hence quasi-realistic cloud-
radiation forcing for their GCM's.

At the same time it is desirable that discrepancies between
effective versus real clouds be reduced without incurring a
substantial loss in radiative consistency. To achieve this goal,
currently available GCM cloud radiation models and treat-
ment of surface albedo as well as archived satellite data must
be improved. Similarly, the SA TCLD algorithm should be
generalized to incorporate more parameters that characterize
real clouds, and the results should be independently verified.
In any case, producers of observed or climatological cloud
amount data sets should be encouraged to archive observed
radiative fluxes and assumed surface albedos, along with the

actual cloud data, at a horizontal resolution characteristic of
GCM'§.

As another means of reducing discrepancies between ef-
fective versus real clouds, auxiliary cloud parameters, such as
cloud I:OP heights and emissivities, could be obtained directly
from future ISCCP cloud data sets. SA TCLD would then
function more explicitly as a cloud radiation initialization
scheme for GCM's.

6. SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE SATCLD
ANAL YSES

The treatment of surface albedo in our GCM has already
been su!bstantially improved by replacing the Posey and Clapp
[1964] specification with the CLIMAP specification and by
incorporating the effects of snowmelt (as well as underlying
vegetation) into our GCM parameterization of snow albedo.
The r~;ults seem to be encouraging. But visible and near-
infrarecl spectral reflectivities of snow and vegetative cover still
need to be incorporated. Perhaps satellite-measured spectral
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reflectance. Some preliminary results of a TIROS-N versus
Nimbus 7 intercomparison have been reported recently by
Gol'don [1984].

I:'inally, the sensitivity of the long-range predicted atmo-
spheric circulation to quasi-realistic cloud radiation forcing, as
imposed through, SA TCLD effective clouds, is currently being
examined. These experiments will be the subject of a future
paper.

reflectances in the visible and near infrared and/or 100day or
monthly mean minimum brightness information could be uti-
lized.

Any means of improving the model-diagnosed vertical pro-
file of net radiative cooling would be desirable, since the latter
is probably even more important for the atmospheric circu-
lation than the radiative budget at the top of the atmosphere
is [Stephens and Webster, 1981; Shukla and Sud, 1981], es-
pecially on a time scale of 0(1 month) or less. The present
specification of cloud tops must introduce some bias. How-
ever, the height of high cloud tops could perhaps be specified
as a function of longitude as well as latitude, with the aid of
vertical temperature sounding data or future ISCCP cloud
data. But to properly utilize such information, the vertical
resolution of our nine-level GCM would have to be refined in
the upper troposphere.

In principle the SA TCLD scheme could be generalized to
incorporate more cloud parameters that characterize real
clouds, such as effective liquid/ice water content (or equiva-
lently, reflectivity and emissivity) or effective middle-cloud
amount. An abortive attempt was made to treat middle-level
clouds by introducing a third unknown nm and corresponding
derivative terms into equations (1) and (2) as well as a physical
realizability constraint for nm analogous to equations (4a) and
(4b). But unfortunately, the partitioning between SA TCLD
low versus middle effective cloud amounts contained consider-
able computational noise. It is conjectured that the system of
two equations and only one minimization constraint for three
unknowns was underdetermined. An additional equation and
minimization constraint could be incorporated if an archive of
quasi-independent observed radiative flux data becomes avail-
able. Diak et al. [1982] have demonstrated the feasibility of
determining the surface insolation from geostationary satellite
data. In situ measurements of radiative fluxes in the mid-
troposphere or satellite-derived measurements from additional
spectral bands, (e.g., 1.6 Jlm or 3.6 Jlm) are two other pos-
sibilities.

The availability of more than two parameters could be used
to independently verify effective cloud fields and, hence, GCM
cloud radiation models. F. Bretherton's idea, proposed in
FIRE [1983] is to work with an overdetermined system of
equations. Some spectral radiance data would be used to de-
termine various cloud properties. Meanwhile, radiance data
from other channels would be used to independently verify a
GCM's cloud radiation model against a state of the art, one-
dimensional column model.

To help control the temporal synchronization problem in

July 1979 (as well as incorporate improved meteorological
analyses for the tropics), diurnal mean or local time (asynopt-
ic) fields of model-diagnosed long-wave flux could be esti-
mated from the 2-hourly archive of the GFDL FGGE four-
dimensional analysis of meteorological data. Also, monthly
mean model-diagnosed radiative fluxes could be averaged
from twice-daily diagnosed fluxes in order to represent poten-
tially significant nonlinear radiative effects associated with
transient synoptic disturbances.

Modelers should also perform controlled sensitivity experi-
ments to become more aware of characteristics (including
biases) of different satellite observational systems and mod-
eling assumptions used to retrieve the data, as well as their
impact on effective clouds. For example, TIROS-N, Nimbus 7,
and GOES earth radiation budget data offer considerable di-
versity with regard to sampling times, sampling frequency,
spectral bandwidth, and/or assumptions about bidirectional
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